Bring plug-and-play connectivity with quality audio and HD video to enhance the BYOD meeting room experience.

> Central hub for connecting to a network, dual displays, camera, audio endpoints, and other peripherals.
> One CHAT® 150 speakerphone with advanced audio processing for a rich conferencing experience.
> One UNITE® 150 PTZ camera with 1080p30, 12x optical zoom to capture all participants in the room.
> Complimentary 90-day trial of COLLABORATE Space, our powerful collaboration application with a full suite of audio, video, and meeting tools in a persistent space.

**APPLICATIONS**
- BYOD Video Conferencing
- BYOD Audio Conferencing
- In-Room Presentation

**WORKSPACES**
- Mid-sized Meeting Rooms
- Executive Offices

**Simple BYOD Connectivity**
Central hub for connecting to a network, dual displays, camera, audio endpoints, network, and other peripherals.

**Enhances Any Cloud-based App**
Add pro-quality audio and HD video to your app, such as COLLABORATE Space, Skype® for Business, Zoom, WebEx, and GoToMeeting.
**Versa® 150**

**INCLUDES**
- COLLABORATE® Versa hub
- UNITE® 150 USB PTZ HD camera
- CHAT 150 Speakerphone
- Remote control
- 90-day trial of COLLABORATE Space
- Power supply and cables
- Two-year warranty with support and maintenance

**VERSA HUB**
- 1x USB 3.0 (Type-B) for laptop (Requires Display Link driver on laptop)
- 2x USB 3.0 (Type-A) for UNITE camera & CHAT Speakerphone
- 4x USB 2.0 ports
- 1x HDMI out
- 1x DVI out

**CHAT 150 SPEAKERPHONE**
- ClearOne HDConference™ audio processing
- Three-built-in-microphone array with 360° pickup
- Loudspeaker with Max Output Level: 85 dB SPL @ 1 meter
- Wideband audio frequency response (20Hz - 20kHz)
- Optional Attach option to daisy-chain another CHAT 150

**UNITE 150 PTZ HD CAMERA**
- Full HD 1080p30
- 12x Optical Zoom
- 73° wide-angle view
- Pan/Tilt Angles: ±170°, Tilt: -30° to +90°
- USB 3.0/2.0
- Line In
- Control: Remote control, USB (UVC), RS-232

**COMPATIBLE APPLICATIONS:**
- Spontania
- Skype® for Business
- Zoom
- WebEx
- GotoMeeting
- COLLABORATE Space
- And more

**SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**
- Windows 7 or higher
- macOS 10.7 or higher

**DIMENSION & WEIGHT**
- Weight: 11.25lbs (5.1kg)
- Dimensions: 21”L x 11.5”H x 14.5”W (53.3cm x 29.2cm x 36.8cm)

**PART NUMBER**
- 930-3001-150

---

**SALES AND INQUIRIES**

**Headquarters**
5225 Wiley Post Way
Suite 500
Salt Lake City, UT 84116

**US & Canada**
Tel: 801.975.7200
Fax: 801.303.5711

**International**
Tel: +1.801.975.7200
global@clearone.com

**Sales**
Tel: 801.975.7200
sales@clearone.com

**Tech Support**
Tel: 801.974.3760
tech.support@clearone.com